GRIPSURE® NON SLIP TIMBER DECKING
MADE FROM ACCOYA®

SPECIALIST MANUFACTURER AND
SUPPLIER OF NON SLIP DECKING

Gripsure® are the UK’s leading manufacturer
of non slip decking - with over 30 years of
experience in resin and aggregate coated surfaces.

CUTTING

When choosing a material to create a wood deck;
beauty, strength and all-weather performance are
important. Accoya®’s long life wood will not warp,
split, swell or be affected by fungi, water uptake or
rot. All these features combined with durable non
slip inserts mean that Gripsure non slip decking
made with Accoya® beneﬁts from long-life and low
maintenance decking with high performing slip
resistance for safe use all year round.

Gripsure non slip decking uses an aggregate that is
extremely hard, that will blunt conventional blades
very quickly.
Gripsure recommend the following blade as suitable
for cutting both timber and aggregate inserts:
Stehle 250mm x 30mm bore Z=16 2.2mm width
PCD (poly crystalline diamond) saw blade.
Alternatively, the aggregate only can be ‘cut’ using a
hand held angle grinder, and then cut through the
rest of the timber board with a conventional hand
saw or chop saw.

TRIED AND TESTED

FIXING

Accoya® wood has been tested over prolonged
periods in all types of weathering conditions –
above ground, below ground and even in water for
20 years – and has been proven to withstand the
toughest external environments.

Stainless steel decking screws must be used for ﬁxing
Gripsure decking made from Accoya®.

OUTSTANDING DURABILITY

A smooth decking board ﬁnished with two non slip
inﬁlls for enhanced slip resistance reducing the
chance of slips and falls.
Nominal size: 150mm x 32mm
Lengths: 2m - 4.8m

Accoya® wood’s durability (rot resistance) is Class 1,
matching and even exceeding the performance of
nature’s most durable woods such as Oak,Teak,
Iroko and Sapele. Every batch of Accoya® wood is
tested after production to ensure that its durability
can be guaranteed.

PROFILE

SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
By signiﬁcantly enhancing the durability and
dimensional stability of fast growing, abundantly
available certiﬁed wood species, Accoya® wood
provides compelling environmental advantages
over scarce slow growing hardwoods, woods
treated with toxic chemicals, and non-renewable
carbon-intensive materials such as plastics,
steel and concrete.

10 YEAR NON SLIP
GUARANTEE
Gripsure Accoya® decking comes with a 10 year non
slip guarantee, so when it comes to eliminating the
risk of accidents, you can rely on Gripsure to out
perform other products – guaranteed. As measured
under BS7976 using the pendulum test
(recommended by the HSE) and the guidelines
from the UK Slip Resistance Group.
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